MEDIA RELEASE

Yarmouth Assists Sydney
Legacy for 2013 Community Day
Sydney, Wednesday 11 December 2013

Andrew McNeil, Managing Director of Sydney-based
Yarmouth Group and the Yarmouth team have completed the
2013 Yarmouth Community Day at Sydney Legacy. Yarmouth
Community day is an annual company event where Yarmouth
staff and their families assist community groups instead of
attending Yarmouth offices for the day.
Mr McNeil commented how proud Yarmouth and its staff
and partners are in supporting Community Day and Sydney
Legacy. “Yarmouth is so excited to be able to assist Sydney
Legacy by coming into the Legacy offices in the city and
volunteering our time for the day.” Yarmouth has had
a relationship with Sydney Legacy since Yarmouth was
founded and Mr McNeil has known the CEO of Sydney
Legacy Mr Andrew Condon for almost a decade.
“We greatly admire how Legacy is dedicated to caring
for the families of deceased and incapacitated veterans”
commented Mr McNeil. “Community Day is a small
way where we can help the more than 5,900 volunteers
around Australia who act as Legacy mentors to widows,
their families and most importantly the children of recent
Australian servicemen and women who have paid the
supreme sacrifice serving Australia.”
Legacy is a voluntary organisation supported by veterans,
servicemen and women and volunteers. Legacy’s
support and services include the dependants of today’s
Australian Defence Force who lose their lives as a result
of their military service. Legacy enhances the lives and
opportunities of Legacy families through innovative and
practical programs aimed at protecting individuals and
families’ basic needs, advocating for their entitlements,
rights and benefits, assisting families through bereavement
and helping people thrive, despite their adversity and loss.
Mr Condon thanked the Yarmouth team for their assistance
and also noted the support of staff from AFL team, the
Greater Western Sydney Giants who also took part in
Yarmouth Community Day. “We greatly appreciate our
corporate volunteers and heartily thank the Yarmouth and
GWS Giants teams for helping us around this particularly
busy time of Christmas.”

About Yarmouth Group
Yarmouth Group is a diversified financial services company
that provides
n Corporate advisory;
n Real estate advisory; and
n Investment management
services to corporate, wholesale and institutional clients.
Yarmouth’s focus is on introducing capital and contacts to
enhance the value of our client’s assets, businesses and
projects.
yarmouthgroup.com

About Legacy
Legacy is dedicated to caring for the
families of deceased and incapacitated
veterans. Today Legacy’s caring and
compassionate service assists over
100,000 widows and 1,900 children and
dependants with a disability.
legacy.com.au
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